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Monroeville, Pa., June 11, 2014 – Compunetix, Inc., the leading provider of advanced unified collaboration

o

solutions, is excited to introduce the latest version of CONTEX Presenter™ web meeting software. Presenter

c

Compunetix Presenter™ Adds Over-the-Top Voice
Collaboration

5.10.0 includes new features to enhance the reach and accessibility of group communications and increase end

.

user productivity. Presenter works seamlessly within the CONTEX Summit® UC environment for unparalleled
x
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or tablet to participate in the call. Presenter’s over-the-top (OTT) voice delivery enhances ease-of-use and

t

portability for intuitive functionality. Users are able to connect and join their call via an integrated desktop IP
audio client, adjust the speaker and microphone levels, and view and manage all meeting audio controls.
The 5.10.0 software release also enables moderators to upload presentations to the solution’s cloud-based
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collaboration experience.
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With available clients for Windows, Mac OS and iPad, CONTEX Presenter is poised to drive the next generation
of group collaboration. Accessible by team members regardless of location, Presenter delivers on the promise
of complete and flexible collaboration from mobile devices.
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that can be accessed from anywhere via the Presenter desktop client – streamlining and mobilizing the
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user portal and share them via Presenter. This portal serves as a repository for PowerPoint presentations
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mobile phone connection and make use of the integrated speaker, microphone, or headset on their computer
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desktop or application sharing. The newest Presenter interface now allows users to forgo the landline or

"Our Presenter product, with its new OTT integrated voice component, continues to provide a simple, straightforward web sharing experience for desktop and mobile users alike," states Gerard Pompa, Senior Vice
President and Communications Systems Division Manager at Compunetix.
About Compunetix, Inc.
Compunetix is the leading manufacturer of multipoint collaboration equipment and Web collaboration
software in the world. With over one million ports installed in more than 30 countries, the company has
the industry’s largest worldwide deployment of digital teleconferencing systems. Dedicated to customerfocused and innovative technology, Compunetix engineers and manufactures all aspects of its conferencing
equipment, ensuring its customers that their media processors are the highest quality, most reliable and most
flexible solutions available. For more information call Robert Haley at (800) 879-4266 or (412) 373-8110, or
visit the Compunetix website at www.compunetix.com.
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